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Course description 
Political thinkers have long created utopias in order to both critique their contemporary 
society and offer accounts of  how political life might be otherwise organized. This course is 
an introduction to the study of  political theory through close reading, discussion, and 
analysis of  utopian political thought. Among questions to be considered are: what 
distinguishes a utopia from its inverse, a dystopia? should a utopia offer an ideal that can be 
achieved or simply goals to which we should aspire? what is the relationship between order, 
conformity, and rule of  law? what is the role of  error in political life? how reliable are 
technological solutions to ethical and political quandaries? and why is fiction such a popular 
means of  conveying utopian ideas? Focusing on a selection of  early modern and modern 
utopias, we will address these and other questions with which political theory is concerned. 

The class assumes no prior knowledge of  the subject and is intended as an introduction. It 
is, however, reading- and writing-intensive.  
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Reading schedule 

Week 1 | Good Place/No Place 
Tuesday, 7/10  Lyman Tower Sargent, Utopianism: A Very Short Introduction, pp. 1-9 
    
   Ursula K. Le Guin, “The Ones Who Walk Away from Omelas”* 

Wednesday, 7/11 Thomas More, Utopia, in Three Early Modern Utopias, pp. 1-48 

   Sargent, Utopianism: A Very Short Introduction, pp. 10-23 

Thursday, 7/12 More, Utopia, pp. 49-123 

Friday, 7/13  More, Utopia, pp. 124-148 

Week 2 | The Self  and Others 
Monday, 7/16  Francis Bacon, New Atlantis, in Three Early Modern Utopias, pp. 149-168 

   Sargent, Utopianism: A Very Short Introduction, pp. 86-92 

Tuesday, 7/17  Bacon, New Atlantis, pp. 168-186 

   Sargent, Utopianism: A Very Short Introduction, pp. 92-101 

Wednesday, 7/18 Henry Neville, The Isle of  Pines, in Three Early Modern Utopias, pp.   
   187-212 

   Sargent, Utopianism: A Very Short Introduction, pp. 50-65 

Thursday, 7/19 Henry David Thoreau, “Economy,” in Walden* 

   Sargent, Utopianism: A Very Short Introduction, pp. 33-41 

Friday, 7/20  Thoreau, “Resistance to Civil Government”* 

Week 3 | Society and Conformity 
Monday, 7/23  Yevgeny Zamyatin, We, pp. 3-58 

   Sargent, Utopianism: A Very Short Introduction, pp. 26-30 

Tuesday, 7/24  Zamyatin, We, pp. 59-113 

Wednesday, 7/25 Zamyatin, We, pp. 114-170 
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Thursday, 7/26 Zamyatin, We, pp. 171-225 

Friday, 7/27  Midterm 

Week 4 | Anarchy and Order  
Monday, 7/30  Ursula K. Le Guin, The Dispossessed, pp. 1-99 

Tuesday, 7/31  Le Guin, The Dispossessed, pp. 99-200 

Wednesday, 8/1 Le Guin, The Dispossessed, pp. 200-300 

Thursday, 8/2  Le Guin, The Dispossessed, pp. 300-387 

Friday, 8/3  Le Guin, “The Day Before the Revolution”* 

Week 5 | Techno-utopianism  
Monday, 8/6  To be watched independently before class: Star Trek: The Next    
   Generation, “Q Who?” 

   Donna J. Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and   
   Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century,” in Simians, Cyborgs,   
   and Women: The Reinvention of  Nature (New York: Routledge, 1991), pp.   
   149-181* 

   In-class screening: Star Trek: The Next Generation, “The Best of  Both   
   Worlds: Part 1” 

Tuesday, 8/7  Cynthia Fuchs, “‘Death is irrelevant’: Cyborgs, Reproduction and the   
   Future of  Male Hysteria,” in The Cyborg Handbook, eds. Donna J.   
   Haraway and Chris Hables-Gray (New York: Routledge, 1995), pp.   
   281-300* 

   In-class screening: Star Trek: The Next Generation, “The Best of  Both   
   Worlds: Part 2” 

Wednesday, 8/8 Kathleen Woodward, “A Feeling for the Cyborg,” in Data Made Flesh:   
   Embodying Information, eds. Robert Mitchell and Phillip Thurtle (New   
   York: Routledge, 2004), pp. 181-197* 

   In-class screening: Star Trek: The Next Generation, “I, Borg” 

Thursday, 8/9  Roundtable presentations 

Friday, 8/10  Final exam 
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Required texts 
Ursula K. Le Guin, The Dispossessed (978-0061054884) 
Thomas More, et. al., Three Early Modern Utopias (978-0199537990) 
Lyman Tower Sargent, Utopianism: A Very Short Introduction (978-0199573400) 
Yevgeny Zamyatin, We (978-0140185850) 

Readings marked with an asterisk will be available via the course website. 

Assignments 
Attendance (5%): Attendance is expected every day, barring illness or emergency. Two 
unexcused absences are permitted. 

Participation (20%): While I will introduce the readings and suggest avenues for discussion, 
the class relies on everyone participating. This entails doing the assigned reading beforehand, 
coming to class prepared to discuss it, and engaging your fellow classmates’s comments. 
  
In-class midterm (20%): Details about the format will be given as the date approaches. 

Weekly discussion posts (20%): Four weekly discussion posts, approximately 250-300 words 
each, are due by 10 pm on July 15, July 22, July 29, and August 5. These may be questions 
the readings have raised for you, comments on a particular theme or passage, or thoughts 
about a single reading or several of  them. They may look back to readings already done or 
ahead to the next week’s. They must contain some question you wish to discuss in class.  

Roundtable presentation (10%): The second to last class is reserved for 10 minute 
presentations by each student on one specific text we have discussed. Details will be given as 
we get closer. Everyone must select a different text. 

Final exam (25%): Details about the format will be given as the date approaches. 

Late assignments 
Late assignments will lose one-third of  a letter grade (i.e., an A- becomes a B+) for every day 
that they are late, including weekends, except in cases of  illness or other documented 
emergencies.  

Assignments not submitted will receive an F. All assignments must be submitted in order to 
pass the course. 

Academic honesty 
Integrity is essential to all of  the work you do as a college student. I take academic honesty 
very seriously. Anyone found cheating or plagiarizing will automatically fail the related 
assignment(s). All work done is held to the Vanderbilt Honor Code. All issues of  cheating 
and plagiarism will be documented and reported to the Undergraduate Honor Council. The 
best way to avoid any trouble is simply to ask me any questions you have about what does 
and does not constitute plagiarism – it can seem like a very confusing subject, but we can get 
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a handle on it rather easily. Please ask me any questions you have as they arise! You can also 
consult the Student Handbook. 

Technology 
Please bring hard copies of  the reading materials. Laptops and tablets are permitted for 
note-taking purposes, so long as they do not become distractions for yourself  or for others. 
Phones are verboten (forbidden). Please turn off  the sound on all devices. 

Discussion and classroom decorum 
It is to be expected that you will encounter a variety of  arguments, opinions, and 
perspectives over the semester, a number of  which you may disagree with. Polite, reasoned 
disagreement is welcomed - even encouraged! - but please maintain a respectful tone, 
particularly when addressing your colleagues. 

As an instructor, one of  my responsibilities is to help sustain a safe learning environment on 
our campus. I also have a mandatory reporting responsibility and am required to share with 
the University information regarding sexual misconduct or information about a crime that is 
related to me. 

Academic resources 
Aside from meeting with me during office hours, please feel free to make use of  the Writing 
Studio.  

Accessibility services 
I am committed to the full inclusion of  all students, as is the University. Students should 
contact the Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action, and Disability Studies Department if  
they are considering applying for academic accommodations. Please also speak with me if  
you have a disability or other condition that might require accommodations or modification 
of  any of  these course procedures. 

Personal resources 
For students dealing with anxiety, depression, distress, or other concerns, the Psychological 
and Counseling Center (615.322.2571) can offer resources.  

For students dealing with domestic violence, harassment, stalking, retaliation, or sexual 
violence, resources available through Vanderbilt are listed here. Vanderbilt’s Project SAFE 
also offers a 24 hour hotline (615.322.SAFE (7233)). Be sure to check which services offer 
confidentiality and which do not. Resources outside of  Vanderbilt include the National 
Domestic Violence Hotline (1.800.799.7233) and RAINN’s National Sexual Assault 
Telephone Hotline (1.800.656.HOPE). One option for legal advice is Equal Rights 
Advocates (1.800.839.4ERA). 
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General grading rubric for papers 
A (100-90): demonstrates careful and thorough reading of  
the text; answers all parts of  the question(s); provides a 
clearly articulated thesis; outlines the way in which thesis will 
be explicated; defends and supports thesis in the body of  the 
paper using textual evidence; considers counter-arguments, if  
appropriate; argues, does not summarize; structurally elegant; 
writing is clear and straightforward. Excellent work. 

B (89-80): demonstrates familiarity with the text, though may 
rely more on lecture and discussion than on own reading, or 
may demonstrate a cursory reading; provides a solid thesis 
but may not explain how it will be defended, support it 
thoroughly with textual references, or develop arguments as 
fully as they ought to; may make selective use of  text to 
support claims; structurally, individual points may feel 
disconnected from one another. Writing is clear but with 
room for improvement. Good, but not excellent, work. 

C (79-70): a weak, if  appropriate or topical, thesis that either 
does not require a strong defense or relate entirely to the 
original question(s); demonstrates minimal passing 
acquaintance with the material; evidence may be drawn primarily from lecture; substance of  
paper may tend toward summary of  the text rather than critical engagement; does not attend 
to counter-arguments; individual paragraphs may be well-crafted but the paper overall lacks a 
sense of  cohesion and attention to detail. Fair, but not good, work. 

D (69-60): does not provide a clear thesis; may not respond to the question(s); does not 
support claims with evidence; emphasizes opinion or summary over analysis; paper lacks 
structure; does not otherwise demonstrate mastery of  the concepts presented and analyzed 
in class; lack of  organization makes paper difficult to follow; neglect of  grammar, style, and 
writing. 

F (59-0): does not provide a thesis or respond to the question(s); may be purely opinion or  
summary of  text(s); no attempt to convey an interpretation of  the material; lacking structure, 
coherence; no attention paid to grammar, style, and writing. 
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Percent Letter Grade

94 - 100 A

90 - 93 A-

87 - 89 B+

83 - 86 B

80 - 82 B-

77 - 79 C+

73 - 76 C

70 - 72 C-

67 - 69 D+

63 - 66 D

60 - 62 D-

< 60 F


